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To finish the moment, to
find the journey's end in
every step of the road, to
live the greatest number
of good hours, is
wisdom.

Front and rear covers
David Cox took the photo of John Denny and Nick
Turnham at the Three Magpies. We've used this
picture before, which I like to avoid if I can but no
apologies this time because we've lost John. He's
on the front to say goodbye. See page 26.
Here in the editorial office I have an ancient
thermometer, a scientific instrument and beautifully
made. The guts of it are soldered brass with
slotted links with bearings and tiny bolts which
make the range and rate at which the needle
moves compared to the expanding bulb adjustable.
All the parts are machined and the intricate gearing
makes it look like the inside of a Georgian clock.
On Monday 10th August it read slightly over 93F,
that's 34C. It's never been that high before with
only weather to warm it. We would have enjoyed
some marvellous camping weekends this year. Oh
well. Lovely Hazel's growing grapes!
Ralph Waldo Emerson is this issue's philosopher.
The quote is feaured in the Youtube post of the trip
home on ex Gambia Police Greeves trial bikes, see
page 16, and Youtube!
He was born in 1803 and one of the core
instigators of the Trancendentalist movement in
early Victorian times, if Americans can be said to
be Victorian. "The journey is the destination" is his
idea. I get the
impression he balked at
the rigid social control
developing in the
youthful USA, that is the
political will of Christian
fundamentalism, and
urged his followers to
think for themselves, to
rely on their own intuition
and find their own place
in the world.
He made a shed load of
money from lecturing in
academic circles and invested lots of it in land.
Trancendentalism being the core inspiration for
Fruitlands, a farm run on Vegan principles as a
community effort, in 1843! Although he was sad
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not be able to take part in the venture, Emmerson
rescued his friends when it all went tits up through
lack of money. Apart from technology, humanity
doesn't seem to have changed much since then.
Inside the rear cover is both sides of the editorial
Jupiter 5, because we don't get to see these much.
They were apparently regarded as seriously uncool
by young Soviets who longed for the scorching
performance and rapier like handling precision of a
Jawa 638 instead. This one is UK registered in
1991 but everything on it says сделано в ссср,
meaning it was made before the wall fell at least
two years before that, an insight into it's popularity
elsewhere too? However, IZH still made millions
because in the USSR, adequate counted.
On the back is Phil Tyler's lovely blue Jupiter 2,
also on page 24.
Oddly enough both the Jupiter 2 and the Jupiter 5,
share paired transfer ports. That's two on each
side which point in slightly different directions to
scavenge the cylinder more effectively. Jupiter 3
and 4 models don't have this, they have just one
each side which of course is adequate. Do we
think that the 2 is a faithful copy of the DKW it's
based on, far too good for the proles to ride to work
on? Someone must have decided they didn't
deserve it.

For
Sale

This nearly new bike gear, below, is
available from the widow of her
recently deceased husband. It is
unmarked and hardly ever worn. We
don't know what size or how much money it is but
David Greenwood will put you in touch with the
vendor is you're interested. Email him on
davidjgreenwood@hotmail.co.uk She's a nice lady!

Forthcoming events
All the events listed here were planned before the
outbreak of COVID-19 and at present the public at
large seem unable to treat the virus with the
respect it demands. Nothing can be certain.
The next Red Star Rally has
been postponed until as near as
we can get to the third weekend of
August 2021. Our nation's
lemming like rush to restore its
economy back to harvesting tax
means COVID 19 could continue as a serious
threat for the foreseeable future. Most of the COC
is old men and therefore we're most likely to be
mercilessly decimated in the feared second spike
of infections if there is one! Sorry.
See page 30 for your committee's
reports instead.

AGM
2020

Of particular interest to us is Red
October Eastern Bloc Vehicle day on October
10th. The Ace Cafe run bike events
all through the year, two stroke days,
ladies days, classics, rockers, mods,
Overland and Adventure days, Italian
days and much more. To find out if
there's anything you'd fancy ring Linda Wilsmore on
020 89611000 or www.acecafe.com

Ace
Cafe

Red October and Crich Tramway Museum
Derbyshire 3rd-4th October. Visits out take in
Barrow Hill, the UK's last surviving operational
steam locomotive roundhouse and a road run with
mill visit through the Derwent Valley. Full details
for all these events are on www.IFAClub.co.uk or
you can email Events@IFAClub.co.uk The IFA
club inform me this will happen.
The IFA club think that once ’normality’ is resumed,
as everyone will be keen to get out in their cars,
they will arrange some ‘pop-up’ events. They'll be
relatively short notice (around two weeks) and will
consist of a meet at a venue (garden centre/cafe)
for a ‘bonnets up’ session and lunch, followed by a
short drive (30-45 mins) around the local area then
disperse. These will be in the Suffolk/Essex area,
around Poole, Dorset, one in Warwickshire/
Northamptonshire and one yet to be announced Up
North somewhere. If you love Trabbies keep an
eye on the IFA club website, above.
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The April Stafford show has been blended with the
October 10/11th date. This means that set up day
is Friday 9th. A second COVID 19 wave might
mean numbers will be significantly down and we
don't yet know what Carl thinks of supporting the
event with our usual stand. As HV editor I'm not
going unless I'm sure it's not lethal.
Dent on the other hand, which is camping in a field
in Yorkshire over the weekend of 10/11th October
2020 might be safer. It clashes with the Stafford
show. At the time of writing we're not sure which
way the outbreak will go, I don't believe Boris has a
clue, bless him. There might not be a Stafford.
Watch this space. We don't know yet.
"If you have any members in
the South West (or anywhere,
really) who would be up for a
feature on their bike, a solo
ideally, I'd love to hear from
them. Both my editor and I
have been kicking the idea
around for some time!" oliver.hulme@gmail.com
will put you in touch and you can negotiate your
place in the glare of the spotlight accordingly.

Classic
Bike
Guide

Occasionally I am asked to
recommend motor
insurance for our type of
bikes. I always recommend
RH motor Insurers. When
taking out motor insurance
it is always advisable to look further than the
headline premium. Ad ons, policy excesses and
extensions can make a big difference over the term
of the insurance.

Tony
Jones
Insurance

RH Insurance is a division of Hiscox Insurance and
they issue policies underwritten by Equity Red Star.
Their policies are classed as specialist policies
rather than classic or modern bike policies. They
are primarily aimed at classic machines, over 20
years old. Multiple bikes can be added to the
policy. For example I recently added a 1994 Soviet
Knight to my policy and the additional premium was
£5.60 for the remaining seven months whereas a
2006 Ural 750 combo was £140 for seven months.
Contact RH insurers on 0333 043 3911 or
rhspecialistinsurance.co.uk and be sure to mention
the Cossack Owners Club. Check out the
November/December 2020 edition of HV, page 29,
for more info on RH insurance..

A warm welcome to.....
Bob Brown, Sheffield.
Mario Lupi,
Clydebank.Philip Talbot,
Llandidrod Wells.
Darren Earnshaw,
Macclesfield.
Anthony Selvey, Cheslyn
Hay, Staffs.
Mike Pierse, Bedford.
Martin Branford, Stourport
on Severn.
Julian Shears, Huddesfield.
Jason Sweeney, Eyemouth, Berwickshire.
Patrick Blakey, Leicester.
Simon Boulton, Leamington Spa.
Welcome back to Steve Kielty, Guiseborough,
Cleveland.
Rzeczoznawca by the way is an expert in the
context of inspection, someone who makes sure
you're doing it right, I think.

Simon
Towler

My sincere apologies are
necessary to Simon Towler for
calling him Simon Tower in the
previous issue. The presses were running by the
time the hawkeyed Gina Inman noticed, Sorry!
Re HV July/August 2020 page
7 photo bottom left. Riga on
Ebay.

Graham
Woods

Perhaps readers would like to know about the
search you can do online using 'Is it Taxed?’ You
enter a Vehicle Registration and get a fair bit of
info. The Riga on page 7 is actually on record as a
49cc Neval (Surely DVLA this needs amending to
649 cc.) and also one can find when a vehicle was
last taxed or when its DVLA info last changed
hands.
I have also used it to see what other bikes are still
about by changing the last number of the VRM as
importers sometimes bought a block of reg
numbers. As in if reg is ABC 123W then search
ABC 121W to ABC 129 W.
I did a search on my Dnepr and found there were
two still on the road, one sorned and half a dozen
disparu.
Anyone got a clutch alignment tool I can beg, buy
or borrow. The hammer a broomstick cut off into
the clutch does not cut the ice with me.
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I haven't got a clutch alignment tool but if you have
a spare gearbox input shaft you can use that.
Either Ural or Dnepr will do. I have if you haven't.
Put the clutch together loosely but use two or three
longer 8 x 1.0 mm bolts instead of the proper
pressure plate screws, the countersunk ones. Put
nuts on them so you can use those to screw the
pressure plate home when the time comes. Then
put your spare input shaft in the clutch plate splines
and wiggle it until it fits in both, then the splines are
lined up. Take the shaft out again and take a look
to see if the square pushrod hole is in the middle of
the splined hole. If it isn't and there's not much
tension on the pressure plate screws, you can put
the shaft back in and wiggle it more to adjust the
clutch plate position. Do this until it all looks near
enough. Then screw the pressure plate home and
put the proper screws in, tight!
Assemble the clutch operating mechanism on the
back of the gearbox including the push rod and try
to put the gearbox on the engine.
(The Politburo panel must remain on page 4, clutch
aligning continues on 5)

Politburo
President &Technical Advisor Peter Ballard:
01225 891634. pjb.barnend@icdonline.co.uk
General Secretary: Tony Jones: 01942
605949/07504 700522
cossack@blueyonder.co.uk
Treasurer: Phil Inman: 01780 720420
coc.treasurer@mail.com
Membership Secretary: Gina Inman: 01780
720420 membership@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Show Organiser: Carl Booth: 01253 720327
comradecarl@mail.com
Regalia: Phil & Gina Inman: 01780 720420
regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
Magazine Editor: Paul Codling: 01508 520890
paulcodling@mail.com
Facebook: Because almost everyone does it.
www.facebook.com/cossackownersclub
Interesting motorcycle stuff only please. We find it
necessary to filter out all sorts of the internet's
alternative content!
This magazine was beautifully printed in Leeds by
Thistle Print Ltd, Unit 6, Aston Court, Bramley,
Leeds, LS13 2AF
01132040600
www.thistleprint.co.uk

If near enough really is near enough, and it usually
is, you'll be able to hang it on a couple of studs with
the input shaft splines sort of half in somehow. If
you can get it far enough on to put nuts on the
gearbox mounting studs, do that then push the
clutch in with the operating lever. It's easy. You'll
find that once you've pushed the pressure plate off
it's all mobile in there and the box will go on. When
you let the clutch up again it'll be lined up where it
wants to be!
I have a Dnepr box that a pal was looking at. I have
tried to get the end plate off where the splines stick
out (to make clutch aligner) and it only moved 1/4"
and stopped. Its been in diesel for a few years
now. Still seems to need more force than I wish to
use. I can confirm if you put an extended sump on
a Dnepr the engine does not want to come out,
especially when an exhaust manifold won't
unscrew.
I got in a right old pickle then twanged my back and
the Black Pig still sits from that moment like it's
been used for demolition practice.

Mark
Avis

On the subject of Dnepr gearboxes,
pictured below is Mark's going
downhill near Hebden Bridge
impaired by the rest of his Diesel powered thing.

Since the clutch wants sorting out on the diesel
bike, I've got the Dnepr MT gearbox in bits which
goes with it (1:1 top, 4th turned round to use as
3rd). I took it out as it jumps out of top gear. As
well as a new 3-4 selector fork (and maybe a ring -

I've not had a look at the teeth on it yet, though the
dogs on the 4th are fine) my inclination is to shim
the whole thing backwards (away from the engine)
a bit, to get deeper engagement on 4th (and,
because it will, 2nd). Problem is, if I go too far, 1
and/or 3 will start jumping out. I don't have too
much experience with Dnepr boxes - any ideas
how far to go? Selector fork has .5mm wear and
ring 'slot' seems to be 0.1 oversize. So at
least .6mm, which still won't take the end load off
the fork by comparison with last time - maybe 1mm
would be closer to it.... Hmm.
Could you tell if, when it jumped out, the detent was
still in place or when you stamped on the pedal to
put it back in did it select again normally? The
thing here is if the dogs are worn so there's a thrust
pushing on the fork as the dogs try to slip off each
other, shimming won't help. Usually this bends the
fork if the detent is strong enough to hold the
selector mechanism still. If the fork isn't bent and
the slipping dogs pushed the selector mechanism
out of gear, is the detent strong enough?
On a Ural, in the past I've noticed that it's one side
of the selector ring groove which wears more than
the other so you can turn it round. Also 1st and
2nd ring might not be as bad so you can put the
best face of that the right way round to face top.
It seems we've had similar experiences with Ural
boxes, except that I've found them less forgiving! I
must have had one of mine jumping out 4 or 5
times in 20 years or so - and even if it took me a
couple of times to work out what was really going
on, that isn't a great record. Yes, I think that
rounding on the ends of the dogs (or on the end of
the splines in what Ebay vendors seem to call the
'selector sleeve') is where the axial component of
force comes from which pushes the sleeve against
the fork and blues it up / wears it away / bends it /
etc. And since just catching the dogs on their very
ends is a good way to operate in this rounded
region, I've tried to put Ural boxes together with
minimum slop (so the gears can't run away from
the fork by sliding up their shaft) and also by
shimming the whole thing forward / back in the
case.
I already had to shim it when I turned 4th around to
make a high 3rd, because the gears are a little
different in thickness. At least that shim still seems
OK, and oddly the dogs also look very good
compared to what I often found in old Ural boxes.
I had a moment to look in my Dnepr gearbox. 4th
and 3rd fork and selector ring are both worn.
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You can see how
they're worn together
and interestingly the
fork is thinner in the
base of its semicircle
than it is on its ends.
It's obvious that the
ring has indeed been
twisting and there's
loads of slop in it.
Right is the offending
selector ring, worn to
match the slope on the
fork. It's done this
because it was sloppy
enought to allow the
ring to twist under
power. This is where
the thrust force comes from which pushes the gear
out, even though the dogs all look good.

bodged into his final drive gear case, he never rode
the bike and so the precious gears were saved
from being mashed.
In the picture opposite bottom you'll see the input
shaft compared to the standard solo 3.9 to 1. It's
so big the tops of the teeth aren't there and it still
won't fit in the case without carving away almost all
of the bearing retaining rib.
Below is the other gear, on top of the standard solo
ratio. Is it too thin? Mark is thrilled to get his hands
on a spare set at last, just in case.

Mark's diesel runs a very rare and exotic 3.2 to 1
final drive ratio gear set, necessary because his
engine needs to be geared for 150mph at
1,200rpm, or something like that. These were
made in Poland many years ago and we think the
factory is gone now. This might be your last ever
chance to look at a new, unused pair.
Trevor Eckley bought these to compensate for the
16" wheels he fitted to his Dnepr, because his legs
were very short. Although they were horribly

Mike Sweeney took the above picture. I hope it's
OK to tell you he told Mark.....
"I've been out to an Ariel Owners Club ride out this
evening on my Enfield. It was great. They have a
monthly meeting normally at a pub, I very rarely go.
But go if I'm invited on a ride out. The pub they go
to normally won't allow the meeting at the moment
however Graham offered to lead a run out and host
a meeting in his large garden. He even provided
beer and tea and coffee. Graham is the owner of
the WSK. (A real UK import, in 1972!)
Had a disaster yesterday, my Dnepr broke down! A
screw in the ignition came loose and sheared the
sensor. I was with John, he volunteered to go home
for his car and a rope and tow me home. We did
this, it was a lot more exciting than I'd have liked it
to be."
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When the call came for social
distancing I was appalled, being
a social butterfly with no chance
of visiting blooms has no interest to me. I am
continually networking, whizzing thither and hither
on my bike to visit friends old and new quaffing
honeyed tea in my passing, I even visit people I
don’t know via a charity in the hopes of relieving
loneliness and cheering them up, I know they
generally appreciate it when I leave.

Bynnzi

Looking to the future was barren, the sun was out
and it was looking increasingly like further
measures to curb mobility were on the horizon.
What regime could I implement for myself to stave
off mentalism. I have suffered with my head in the
past and know that keeping busy is the best
medicine.
Driving round while I still could I collected old
pallets with the intention of turning them into rustic
garden furniture or at least firewood. These still
await transformation as and when things get worse.
Looking round my shed didn’t help the situation. All
my bikes lined up with nowhere to go, perhaps I
need a polishing marathon? This will never
happen, my bikes gleam with the unique sheen
only WD40 can give. And they smell ace too.
After moodily kicking a few tyres, and putting tools
back in their place I reach the furthest/ darkest
reaches. This isn’t hard as my shed is actually a
single garage. Shed sounds better though,
everybody needs a shed.
Lurking at the back not quite covered by shite (MZ
spares) is a sorry excuse of a bike. An MZ ES150.
The shed used to be the preferred habitat of old
MZs, run on a budget until they were knackered
then leant at the back of a shed or under a tarp to
dream of a future without cobwebs. Out of sight out
of mind. Things have changed for the better though
and they are now sought after items. This is a
good thing for me as I have invested modestly in
them, telling myself that it was better than money in
the bank. Seems for once I was right.
I pull off the accumulated crap and strike a
paddington pose, Paddington is famous for his hard
stare and this is what I give the wreck now. He is
also known for keeping a marmalade sandwich in
his hat but I have found this doesn’t work so well
with a woolly beany. What a sad sight, he’s all
there but the previous structure that I saved the
bike from fell down around him. He looks like he
was painted by an 8 year old, an 8 year old who
lacked any talent other than booger picking.
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Painted in Mr Dulux finest (off) white gloss. It’s
everywhere, none of the panels had been removed
for this transformation. Big drips hung from the
bottom of the tank, there was paint over tank
rubbers and Speedo, even the filler cap had a
cursory coat. He looks like he was painted in a
damp shed, strange because that was what fell
down round his ears. Blooms of rust everywhere.
Panels with the appearance of acned adolescents,
and inside the tank the slurry of decay. Dehydrated
petrol and 2 stroke oil with its familiar stench.
Looking further afield, there is a coating of dried
mud combined with oil residue. Both tyres flat, no
surprise there they were flat when I bought him.
Not only flat but both Pneumants the finest rubber
product of the DDR, also not the best handling. It’s
a strange quirk of fate that the Pneumant factory is
still chucking out the black hoops, not state owned
now but run by Heidenau, and a much superior
product.
I can’t think what came over me when I went to
view him, did I think at the time he was suitably
tatty and would fit right in? (As previously
mentioned all my bikes have a certain patina). I can
only put it down to ageing eyes, bad light and pity.
Also I am a mug for anything with MZ on the tank. I
felt sorry for him and needed him in my life to help
fill my shed! Could I have had a premonition?
Where the spark plug should sit is a gaping hole
with cobwebs and leaf mould. Oh dear, a prod on
the scabby kicker and no motion. Fab.
After being wheeled into daylight nothing improves,
I should take the gaffer tape covering the rip in the
saddle and wrap it round my wallet. Everything
looks expensive. I leave him basking in the rain for
a bit and re enter shed heaven. After a cursory
glance in my spares tubs I think I have found
everything I would need to get him running again.
Worse case scenario I found enough bits for a
complete injin, that would occupy me for a bit. In
fact I find casings barrels and pistons for a further 3
builds but no cranks. I need to sell some of this
stuff before I croak, Mrs B will only chuck it in a
skip.
Anyhoo, not looking like an expensive task now but
I will clean and reuse what I can. I have a can of
elephant phlegm green and the local Lidl is selling
rattle cans of black gloss, the perfect colour
scheme, except maybe the gloss bit but who cares
really. Seems like I have found something to while
away the hours, can’t sniff the glue like if I was
making an air fix model, but beats a jigsaw!
I transport the little lad home where I have a well

equipped workshop and prepare to polish a turd.
He has marked his territory, on the short journey in
my van flakes of rust cascade like dandruff to rest
among little piles of unidentifiable crud. Also he has
left the stale petrol stink. Never mind, less to
chisel/brush off.
I have a winch fastened to my workshop roof which
I use to lift bikes onto my workbench. My bench is 2
black n decker workmates with a platform fastened
between them, the workmates are fitted on castors.
For me this works better than a hydraulic ramp, I
can fold it up when not being used, I can move it
about when there is a bike on it. And I can also use
the winch in times of deluge to lift another bike out
of the way of rising waters. I live next to the river
Aire and it has been known to make an unwelcome
entrance. As I lift him onto the bench his auspuff
drops off, not an auspicious start but again less to
strip down and another waits in the shed.
Hell I’m hating this, in the brief times I get out
walking Sid it’s like I am in a gothic horror. Instead
of small town West Yorkshire I find myself in a
village in the Carpathian Mountains. The few
people I meet seem unduly suspicious, they recoil
and retreat to a safe distance. Some cover their
faces and give me the evil eye. This must be what
it is like when you have halitosis but without the
false politeness. I miss pubs too. It’s not the drink I
miss, I can have a drink when I like. It’s the whole
experience. I can start a conversation with a mute
and get on like a house on fire. I miss leaning on
the bar. I miss sitting in a bar. I miss talking to the
bar keep in a bar also the smell of a bar. The beer
does come into it too I must confess, I miss trying
different beers and complaining about their hoppy
ness, malty ness or strange flavour. I miss finding
a beer I like and having to have at least one more
in the interest of science. Most of all I miss my
chums. From the nucleus of close friends to every
one I know in wider circles. I think really I just miss
normality, but not much I can do about that. I miss
riding my bike. I really miss riding my bike. And
pubs.
The turd is now installed on the bench and has not
improved. I need to be careful as everything I
handle feels like a cheese grater. After picking the
first half dozen flakes of chrome/rust out from my
hands the gloves come out. I slap them across the
headlight as if I were challenging him to a duel then
choose some big spanners for my weapons. Sid
acting as my second feigns indifference and licks
his tackle nonchalantly. In what seems like a jiffy I
no longer have a bike, I have a frame and a dusty
pile of time wasters. This is fine, just what I need.
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The strip down of an MZ would shock their
detractors, any bod who has stripped an old Brit or
Japanese bike needs a big hammer, drills and an
angle grinder. Not so with MZs, the quality of the
materials means that all fastenings come out as if
they had only been in place months. Also they
come out and can be re used if required. This
project was no different despite his looks, the bike
built in 1971 and last on the road in 1981 gave no
stressful moments and submitted willingly to being
forcibly dismantled and placed in a bath of paraffin.
Paraffin is motorcycle radox and the precursor of
better things to come. After immersion I examine
each item and surprisingly all that is discarded is a
non functioning horn and the tank has seen better
days. There are so many holes that I decide to
replace it , spookily there is just the item on Ebay
and a deal is done.
The panels are all sound and cleaned/ prepped for
painting. The shock absorbers are a different
matter, the chrome presumably knackered when
they were painted is now non existent. But coming
from a time when everything could be repaired are
easy to take apart. The dampers still work, it’s only
the shrouds that need attention. They, along with
the tin work will soon be resplendent in pachyderm
snot green.
I move to another bench, this is where I do my injin
work. The head comes off with ease and the piston
can be seen halfway down the bore. This is good
news, it means that even without the plug in place
the crankcase is sealed and there might be hope
yet. The use of WD40 a big hammer and a wooden
drift gets it all moving and I can now remove the
barrel and piston. These are a bit scabby but will
clean. The major good news is that the crank is
good. Woop. Another bonus is I have ticked off 2
days confinement and not really noticed. Whilst not
needing an angle grinder in the strip down one is
definitely needed for prepping things.
The cutting disc is replaced with a wire brush and
another day lost while cleaning. I don’t need a
spray booth because every bod knows that military
paint should be applied by brush. I had scored a
pack of home bargains specials, 10 for 5 quids, in
better days so was tooled up in this department.
Tempting the wrath of Mrs B the patio/sitoutupon
was conscripted and became paint central for the
duration. It must be said that this was longer than it
could have been, as with no time limitations I
slapped on coat after coat etc. I did get scathing
remarks from my good lady but only because she is
so clumsy that she walked into newly painted parts

that were hanging from the patio roof. She did this
more than once and targeted her scorn in my
direction. Fortunately there was no damage done
and I didn’t need to repaint anything.
I discovered that my local bike shop was still open
so press ganged my outfit into service and took the
wheels to be re shod. Obviously this was an
essential journey, helping to keep a small business
going, and I took great pleasure in leaving a
fragrant mist of 2 stroke in my wake as I ducked
and dived like a moonshiner through the back
streets of Bradford. You can’t do them today! That’s
a blow, I shall have to have another ride out to
collect them then. Oh dear.
Back at the bat cave and my new tank has arrived,
the condition is better than I anticipated. The
insides gleam like an embarrassed teen and all that
is needed is to prep and apply numerous coats of
paint, taking great care that I don’t apply them
upside down. Everything cleaned oiled and painted
and it’s time to put it all back together. This like the
strip down is peasy easy helped by everything
being ready and not having to break off for
anything, and in the space of a morning I have a
recognisable bike. The transformation is
astonishing, all I have done is clean things and slap
a bit of paint about. But what has emerged is a tidy
looking thing, no longer the misused unloved paint
flaking wreck. But a bike which emanates purpose
and possibilities.
Whenever I get to this stage in my mind I’m
heading off adventuring, I always forget the little
snagging jobs. Equally as important as rebuilding
an engine or new wheel bearings. Without the little
jobs it’s still unfinished and inanimate. I particularly
hate the electrical side of things. I know how it
works and what it should do, but I can never get my
head around flow diagrams and start to get
stressed and headachy just by looking at them.
Surprise surprise, I have 2 wiring diagrams for this
bike but my wires and the printed wires don’t
match. This is too much for me, it doesn’t take
much to send me over the edge so I give up, get a
can of beer and scowl at things in general as I try to
work out things in my head. This happens on two
consecutive days until I decide to wire him from
scratch/informed guess. I only need to rewire a
replacement ignition switch, how hard can it be?
Surprisingly this approach works and only requires
a small amount of finessing. Ignition on, open the
points, and I have a spark. The spark at the plug is
fat and blue, that’s a result then. Let’s add the other
ingredient and see what happens.
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I carefully put a gallon of fresh petroil into the tank
and check for any leakage, I also check to make
sure that the new paint doesn’t wash away when it
comes into contact with the fuel. That would have
really pissed me off but all is ok. Fuel tap on. Still
no leaks. Open the choke and turn on the ignition,
Kick.
I was hoping for miracles. You hear folks telling the
tale of their restorations “I put some fuel in and it
started third kick”. For me it was not to be, I had to
swing on that lever 5 more times before I got any
result and that was only a slight kick back. However
a further 5 and there was definite life. Five minutes
alternately kicking and swearing and he was alive.
Clouds of smoke billowed out of my workshop as I
blipped the throttle, my face creased into a jubilant
grin. Mrs B coughed and grimaced waving her
hand in front of her face in a movement reminiscent
to her dispelling a particularly noxious fart. She
does get windy.
He was alive, the tax disc which he wore when I
bought him ran out the end of March 1981. He was
snorting fire and smoke and ready to chase the
horizon on 11 April 2020. 39 years and a couple of
weeks. Fantabulous.
That’s that then, all that is needed is the seat
recovering. I brave the scorn of many and head
back in a Bradford direction. I have arranged to
meet an upholsterer in a closed pub car park. The
meeting would fit the plot of a spy novel, I pull into
the car park and see him parked already. He
flashes his lights in recognition, I flash mine. I get
out of my van and place a parcel containing my
seat on a bench, then retreat. He gets out and
picks up the parcel and retreats. My instructions
are conveyed by semaphore and gurning. Three
days later I collect the goods with similar
pantomime.
At base I fit the seat and we are off, he kicks into
life with a lazy prod and sits there ticking over
happily. I mount up wind the throttle back and set
off, superb, three laps round the pub next door and
then up into my van where he is parked and
strapped down as there is no where to go. He is
still there in the van waiting for a day when we can
set off adventuring together. Soon I hope.
It’s the beginning of the sixth week now. I have
spent time rebuilding 2 engines. I have had my
other bikes in bits to paint and repair. I have made
things from pallet wood. The environment agency
came and removed a tree from the weir adjacent to
my house and foolishly left the wood at the end of

my garden. So I had 2 days splitting that into fire
sized logs and then hiding it. I have sat in my
sitoutupon listening to music and drinking tea or a
beer or two. Lots of tea. I have walked further than
I have done in years, Sid and I revisiting paths
which I have not trod since I was a kid. My daily
exercise getting longer and longer and further and
further afield. I think I am coming to terms with this
forced inactivity, sometimes I think I am enjoying it.
Sometimes I could cry with frustration.
But I miss my chums, I miss my bike, I miss flitting
about, I miss talking crap in bars, I miss being
sarcastic, I miss taking the piss, I miss cafes.
And my pals, I
miss my pals.

Resurrection
Shuffle

More than twenty
years ago I
remember Trevor Eckly telling me that he'd bought
Gary Caroll's Jupiter 5. Long time COC members
will remember both those names. We reintroduced
Trevor in the November/December issue of HV,
page 11. Gary Carroll was our spares secretary
around that time. Something had happened to the
Jupiter and Trevor was looking for someone to help
him with it. The top end was off and apparently "It
just needs putting back together." Why was the top
end off? It was hard to find out.
Two years ago it was still in Trevor's garage, buried
under a pile of Voskhods, but by this time the top
end was not just off but missing. I took it home and
buried it under the same pile of Voskhods in my
shed instead. However, now has come the time to
look at it.
Pictured right
is the left
hand small
end bush, a
lot thinner on
one side than
the other after
just 2,462km.
It must have
sounded
awful.
Believe it or
not it's worn
like that, you can see where the gugeon pin has
hammered it into submission. Was it
metallurgically too soft? The other one is fine.
You can buy Chinese small end bushes for a few
pennies but are they worth it? More on Chinese
later. All the Jupiters, Voskhods and even Minsks
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share this component and sooner or later I'll have
lots of them to replace, so I thought I'd buy a bit of
phospher bronze bar I could make lots out of. They
are phosphor bronze aren't they? What's that
exactly? Well, historicall it's one of the oldest of
humanity's metal alloys and was a huge
technological leap
forward 4,000 years
ago. Basically it's
copper and tin but the
addition of phosphorus
increases it's stiffness
and wear resistance.
This also acts as a
deoxidant, improving
fluidity and therefore
castability.
Right, is not just
phosphor bronze, this is Sigma 12 phosphor
bronze. It has twice the tin content of ordinary
phosphor bronze, 10%, giving it high mechanical
strength as well as wear restistance and a degree
of self lubrication. Very important when taking
liberties with it. More on that later too.
Did you know I was poor? Sadly I am and all the
equipment in the shed is well worn and accuracy
something of a stroke of luck. I expect there are
figures for machining tolerances for these bushes
but because I wasn't using the original material,
they might not be helpful anyway. The fit is a
compromise, as tight as you can get without
risking crushing them when pressing them in. Also
because they're being fitted on an assembled
engine and there's no chance at all of getting them
parallel with the crankpin, both inner and outer
diameters have to be machined together on the
lathe to at least give you a fighting chance of
getting close enough. We're hoping for adequate
here! Leaving them thick then reaming by hand
could go anywhere, so they're pressed in thin.
Plan A was to bore a hole not quite as big as a
gudgeon pin up the bronze bar then cut that bit off,
feeling for "not quite" by trying a gudgeon pin in it
as a gauge. "Ooooooh nearly!" That'll do then.
Next machine a piece of bar down to that size, also
determined by feel, achieving a snug sliding fit of
the bronze hole over it. Then drill and tap a thread
down the end. Because this is only a disaposable
fixture, that is once it's taken out of the lathe it's
scrap, we don't give a rat's corpse about a pretty
finish. It must not be taken out before the bronze is
bolted onto it using a collar and a bolt. This
ensures both concentricity and parallelism.

The outside
diameter is then
machined to the
same size as the
old bush which has
been pressed out
beforehand, but
slightly bigger,
judged by the feel
of it in the micrometer. We want it tight right? Do
not remove the fixture from the lathe yet. This is
because it might be necessary to skim a touch off if
it's too tight. Luckily it wasn't.

pins and a pair of heads. I got only one head, no
rings or pins and the cylinders themselves were
appalling quality. They were trash and even
thinking about using them was pointless. One of
them has at least come in handy as a doorstop in
the house and it isn't particularly good at that either.

Find a scrap gudgeon pin and grind some flats on it
then cover it in fine grinding paste and use it to lap
the new bush to its finished size. You can limit a
tendency to lap the bore wider on the outside by
putting a piece of threaded rod in the gudgeon pin
with nuts on and using two spanners to turn it
evenly from both ends, which is entirely adequate.
If lots of pressure is needed that's good because it
tests how tight the bush is pressed in. Check the
oil slot previously cut in it to check if it's spun.
Eventually the intended gudeon pin will slide
smoothly through it. Finally polish with Solvol to
make it look nice in Horizontal View.

Next, worry about the new Chinese cylinder kits.
We have absolutely no idea what these are made
of and how straight they are and therefore no idea
of how much heat they're going to generate. How
loose do we need our new bush to be? The other,
original bush, showed some signs of wear so I left
the new one tighter, a bit.
The Chinese cylinder kits are our second attempt at
some. At first I didn't fancy them in favour of some
others which were promised as original Russian
new old stock but they obviously weren't. I ordered
two complete cylinder kits with pistons, rings and
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Pictured above are the second set which look
lovely, at first. Just for fun here's a couple of
pictures of the first and seconds sets together so
you can see how bad the first ones were. One of
those cases where cheap really did mean
inadequate and therefore useless.

None of the machined faces were flat, there was
casting flash stuck all over them and the bores
hadn't been finished to size. The pistons had been
hammered into them for transport. Unfortunately
the second set weren't flawless either.
Below is the left hand barrel where you'll see that
the liner doesn't line up with the casting for the
transfer ports on one side. This means the transfer
flow will be uneven, the cylinder won't scavenge
properly and pockets of burnt gas will remain in the
cylinder polluting the fresh charge. The cylinder
will get hot and burn unwelcome deposits on the
plug, causing it to fail early, in theory. However, on
a light throttle there might be enough port area left
to handle the limited gas flow. 140mph is out of the
question then but 50 might be OK. We'll see.

This is a real fiddly bastard to fix. It would be nice
to be able to press the liner out, file wherever I had
to then press it back. It's unlikely that the barrel has
been cast round it, because then it would fit but it
would be a shame to break it. Maybe I'll try one of
those crap ones to see what happens. Transfer
ports aren't just holes. Their angles are important
so the flows meet on top of the piston then sweep
up the back of the cylinder and over the top while
the exhaust pipe sucks out the middle of it,
completing the scavenging. For some reason I
don't think Chinese ones are that good, even if the
liner matched.
Goodness knows
what's going to
happen in this one.
For some reason I
got three sets of
piston rings in the
box but only one of
them seemed to
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be real. The good set were black with machining
marks where they'd been manufactured with heat
treating and felt cast iron and springy like piston
rings do. The other two were soft, not springy and
looked as if they hadn't been heat treated. I put
one good ring on each piston in the top groove and
one pretend, Chinese one in the bottom. I'm going
to ride a few miles then check them because I'm
worried they'll break. So far so good (adequate?)
then, below.

Now the heads.
Unlike the real
Russian originals
these are not
handed. They have
the kink for the
barrel's front fins on
both sides so you
can put them on
either cylinder,
leaving a space at
the back which
takes a bit of getting
used to aesthetically. Mechanically the jointing
surface is a lot narrower than the top of the barrel
so there's a gap round the squish band where the
gas isn't going to burn and its energy will be
wasted, again, in theory. How much does all this
actually matter? I wanted to screw it all together
and find out, to see how adequate it is.
Right is the
gap between
the inlet
manifold and
the left hand
barrel,
because the
right is 3mm
taller.

This is how
badly the
threads in the
left barrel are in
the wrong
place, the
exhausts are
like this too.
Remember this poor abandoned waif has only
covered 2,462km?
She still has her
running in restrictor in
her carb. In case you
don't know the K60
series carbs are
supplied new with a
peg you're inended to
break off when you're
sure your engine
won't melt now that
you've run it in
properly. You only
get half throttle but
with a Chinese top end on that's quite enough
thank you, so I've left it in.
The tiny neoprene washer
on the float valve was
missing, K60 carbs are
often supplied like this too.
I wonder of this Jupiter ever
had one.
Right is mine with a 1mm
Viton O ring instead which
can cope with the alcohol in modern fuel.
Cylinders on, off we go
then? No, not yet. Buying a
new Russian was always
fraught with risk and it
seems to me that the lack
of worthwhile quality control
let lots of horrors out on the
road in the hands of
exasperated customers.
This Jupiter's small end wasn't her only fault.
Above are the generator brushes, scarred having
been bouncing up and down on a 0.6mm run out in
the slip rings. They would have jammed or broken
in the next few kilometers and the battery would
have died. I can imagine Gary Carroll complaining
about that in his Manchester accent! Wouldn't it
have been lovely to have scammed a way of
turning them true on the lathe? I thought so.
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I just happen to have a Planeta Sport crank in
pieces and this has the same taper as the Jupiter
5. Not only that it has a machined centre in the
back of it which would suggest both its external
diameter and its main bearing journal were
machined between centres at the same time. It
looked like they were, both were concentric. This
means holding it like it's held above, clocked in a
four jaw chuck, should enable the taper to be
centred too, and therefore make the perfect rotor
holder.
Sadly, the taper must have been ground in a
different machine and it runs out miles. Are all IZH
cranks like this? If they are it means that some slip
ring run out is unavoidable and the only way to do
anything about yours is to true it on the engine. If I
had nothing better to do I could have made a cutter
to fit down the brush holder on the alternator and
run the engine to turn it. How frantic and stressful
would that have been? Instead I filed it, high spot
by high spot until
I'd achieved, not
round exactly but
a hundred sided
polygon with little
bumps I'm sure
the brushes will
be happy to cope
with. As opposed
to a 0.6mm thump
in the arse every
time the crank
goes round!

Eventually this happened, above. It's her first
smoke in more than twenty years. She developed
a tinkly piston rattle after her first test run which
was because I'd left the small end too tight and it
picked up a little, necessitating a further polish to
scrub off the scuff marks and bring it loose enough.
It's been fine since. Now we know. The Chinese
pistons looked lovely, no scuff marks on them and
I'm quietly confident they'll be OK.

And the brakes work! I'm not sure I could love her
yet. She doesn't have the agricultural grace and
industrial charm which make the Jupiter 3 one of
the most beautiful motorcycles ever made. Does it
make sense if I tell you she's better in every
respect but worse in competing for shed space?
Can I give a public thank
you to Chris Marshall at
C&C Motorcycles in
Yalding in Kent.

Andy
Genovese

I resolved to junk the Chinese/Russian carbs on my
1960s Dnepr K750 as the floats would regularly
stick open and pour petrol over me the road, and
anywhere other than the cylinders. I thought about
the replacements and chose Jikov (Ikov),
carburettors as fitted to the Czech made Jawas and
as I used to have fitted to my Ural M66.
They fit with ease once a mounting plate is
purchased the cables modified and the air box
pipes are modified! I changed the plugs to
recommended type and the bike fired on first kick.
It idled, sounded good and seemed like a rare
victory over sods law.

So far I can tell you a Jupiter 5, this one at least, is
a lot more powerful than a Jupiter 3. It's power
spread is wider, it pulls from nowhere and, not that
I've let it go yet, it seems to be willing to get up and
go as the intake develops an eager howl and the
engine smooths out with some revs on. Strangely,
on the move the silencers are so quiet there's no
exhaust noise, just the metallic rustle of ringing
Chinese fins. A Jupiter 5 is bigger, more
comfortable, and a plush ride compared to a 3 and
it handles effortlessly as opposed to making a
drama out of every single manoeuver like a 3 does.
Something about the chassis is a lot different.
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However at speeds over 15mph it ran dreadfully. It
failed to pull, misfired and felt like a bucking
bronco. A friendly
mechanic suggested
new fuel - no success,
I checked the plugs,
checked the cables
then asked Chris
Marshall, who
suggested checking
the float bowls and
jets. I did - no success.
Realising I was out of
my depth I rang Chris
and arranged to take
the bike over on a
trailer.

This afternoon when Chris was despairing of
sorting out the K750 he did mutter his often used
comment about how they make 'beautiful
ornaments'.
If you want to check out Chris Marshall and C&C
try www.candcmc.co.uk

Wadsworth's
Websites

Chris with admirable methodical deduction seemed
to be coming to the view the new carburettors were
flooding the cylinders when the secondary jets
opened at speed. The plugs seemed to bear this
out. We were on the verge of trying to locate
smaller jets to restrict the flow when he asked why I
had 'long' plugs in a sidevavle. I had to say I had no
idea other than following an internet
recomendation, not knowing spark plugs came in
various lengths.
Chris fished around found two short plugs and fixed
an issue that has plagued me and the bike for
months. Chris's explanation that a longer plug
whilst not in danger of hitting the piston on a
sidevalve caused the cylinder to combust in an
unusual (and uneven) way. He worked this out from
a soot ring when examining the plug!
My bike is now back with me and I can be seen,
heard and smelt as I hurtle around Brighton with
my customary low regard for road traffic
regulations.

Now on page 18 of
the July/August HV,
great read on the
Russian team in
Africa. The photos are just perfect! Here are some
Youtube videos for your spare time! For early
travellers of the late 60s and 70s see North Africa
at this time in the first two Youtube videos.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=w99XRNId79g&list=WL&index=10&t=0s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=qIezR9Wm4MY&list=WL&index=6&t=927s
The first of these is a German bus tour with
comfortable sleeping quarters towed behind it. It all
looks very plush, genteel and wealthy. They
crossed the Saraha in a bus? I've seen people do
that, it's not that easy and Rotel Tours must have
been very brave to accept the challenges. The
paperwork must have been maddening.
Interestingly, although it's hardly featured in the
footage of the bus cruising effortlessly across the
sand, they had with them a Unimog, seen around
four minutes in, dragging the bus free from getting
bogged down in the dust, yet again? I would think
so!
They travelled through Agadez and down through
Togo, which is close to the route I took in 1991.
Africans hadn't changed much since 1969 when
this fim was made.

I have to say, your bike's lovely. You can send in
any pictures you like of her and tell us her story if
you've nothing better to do. I fancy your car as
well. You're culturally a bit retro then?
As regards the car, it was what I started out with
and after my first F reg Rover I thought pretty much
everything else I had was worse. So I found a
replacement 15 or so years ago and kept on top of
the corrosion. For me it was always the lines a
vehicle had. Thankfully Rover P6s were (and still
are) reasonably plentiful and reasonably cheap.
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On the subject of
busses and deserts,
right is the twice
weekly bus from the
middle of nowhere to
the capitol in
Mongolia. We
chased this, as in had
to try to keep up, in a Russian jeep from
Mandelgovi to Ulaan Baatar across the Gobi.
Everytime it stopped the crew leapt out with a
wheel brace and tigtened all the wheel nuts back
up. I spoke to a Western passenger on it who said
people only ride do that because they have to!

Rotel are still in business. They use dedicated
overland trucks now and go everywhere. There's a
lovely video of South Morocco on Youtube, much of
where my old Yamaha's been. It would have been
marvellous to do it on a Russian bike eh Mike?
Bloody virus!

Michael's second Youtube suggestion is a series of
still photographs with captions telling the story of a
couple of VSO workers, having finished their
business in Gambia in 1973, who bought a pair of
wrecked, ex Gambia police Greeves trial bikes
intending to ride them home to the UK. It is, quite
simply stunning. Of course it's an adventure to
prepare a trip in Western Europe, convenient

modern technology at your disposal, but to do it the
other way somehow seems pure and congruous, a
more profound travelling experience. Watching this
made me ache for lockdown to end! Please watch
it too. It's beautiful, it's lovely and real adventure.
Compared to it, Michael's third suggestions seems
impossibly tame although I'm sure it isn't when
you're there and doing it. Try.........
https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=O57GlNUCnIg&list=WL&index=3&t=1580s
I send you this report from the wilds of Yorkshire.
Sorry no Ural or Dneprs around on the moors! On
fourth Tuesday in June l meet up with "Phil of
Sunny Walkden" at the Methodist Church car park,
Hebden Bridge for your Glumbuster Titanic Tour,
following in the tyre
tracks of MZ rider
Bynnzi.
After a few miles the
Beemer seems to have
lost its 40 years of
sparks? Even the coat
and tank come off! The
problem seems to be
the starter relay? Below.
Note sheepskin seat
cover. I think this is Phil the classic petrol stove
collector from the previous issue of HV.
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Now problem
fixed and on
Widdop Moor.
Phil found this
ideal picnic
spot with a
extra long
bench with ref.
UK Gov' social
distance rules.

harbour. Sparks from the scraping steel ignited the
French ship's cargo and the conflagration is
recorded in history as the largest man made
explosion until Hiroshima. All buildings within a half
mile radius were levelled, including a large part of
the town itself.
The Maritime Museum in Halifax has hundreds of
testimonials from residents who were there and
they make astonishing reading. The fire broke out
as flaming petrol from drums stored on deck ran
into the hold of the SS Mont Blanc. Panic ensued
and for 20 minutes mayhem reigned.
Then she blew up, the blast achieving 3,300 feet
per second and a temperature of 5,000c. The
ship's 90mm gun barrel landed 3.5 miles away. I
read the story of one little girl who noticing
something interesting going on, ran down the steep
streets of Halifax towards the harbour. All she
remembered was waking up half a mile away
surrounded by charred rubble. If you can stand the
strange accent of the narrator try.........

Bellow right is the Wallace Hartley memorial in
Colne. He was the band master who heriocally
urged his colleagues to continue playing until it was
too late to escape catastrophe. He's digitally
remembered on www.titanicmemorials.co.uk
This says "Whether or not
at the outset of the sinking
the bandsmen appreciated
the seriousness of the
situation will never be
known, but what is known
is that they continued
playing music likely until
the situation, the slant of
the deck as the Titanic
sank beneath them, made
it impossible to continue.
All eight men died in the
sinking. They had an average of just 26." 26 years
old presumably. Click on Titanic Memorials UK
and scroll down until you find him.
If you click Canada you'll find the cemeteries in
Halifax, Nova Scotia where most of those who
didn't survive are buried. I've been there and it's
sobering to think of such a media hyped event as
real. While we're in Halifax I'll tell you that on 6th
December 1917 a French cargo ship laden with
explosives and petrol bound for the war collided
with a Norwegian vessel in the narrows outside the
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www.youtube.com/watch?v=vubBKLJekzA

Above is Phil at a crossing of the Keighley and
Worth Valley Railway, www.kwvr.co.uk if you're into
that but read kwvr.co.uk/back-in-steam-faqs which
is what to do about indulging your interest in steam
in the middle of a global pandemic. Sadly it reads
like they just want to save their business and need
to pretend that the best advice isn't don't go!
Overleaf. My ford minder goes forth to check the
depth! Which presumably means Phil was sent in
first in case it was deep. In the picture below that
you can see it wasn't. Michael doesn't say where
the ford is, Yorkshiremen will know. Apparently the
ford has somethng to do with The Knights Templar.

differences between a Condor and the Ducati it
looks like. Did you know how special it was Mr
Binns? Bye for now on the Route de Bynnzi.

I think PJB has stepped up to the
breech to sort this so don't worry,
but it's such a lovely plea for help
I thought we should all enjoy it.

Michael's suggested reading here is available on
books.google.co.uk. Search The Knights Templar
in Yorkshire by Diane Holloway.
At the start of chapter one it says "The purpose of
all war is peace" a quote by Saint Augustine.
Personally I think it's money. I mean if you want
peace don't go to war in the first place! I almost
laughed when I read that the Templars were astute
bankers and responsible for the introduction of the
"promissory note", a sort of dark age credit card.
I remember an argument developing on Gautrek's
now defunct Russian motorcycle forum between a
historical re-enactment enthusiast who loved the
period of the crusades and a historian who
objected to the popular view of the crusaders as
heroic liberators of the Holy Lands. Weren't they
simply a bunch of militaristic adventurers, money
grabbing under the flag of righteousness? The
debate became seriously heated. I logged on just
to read it!
Michael's last Youtube suggestion, because Phil
rides a Condor and you might not know what it is....
www.youtube.com/watch?v=tzL0FcS0fBk however
I like www.youtube.com/watch?v=0_sexG-zcvU
which is a much clearer explanation of the
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Claire
Burt

I don’t know if you can help me but my husband
has just bought 2 Dnepr motorcycles
independently. He has, for want of a better word,
been shafted by both sellers.
My husband knows a lot about bikes, he has
always ridden them. But he is encountering
problems getting them going. He bought one
knowing it was a non runner so it was going to be a
project for him. However the second one, the seller
Facetimed him showing it running.
He is now at the stage of tearing his hair out, he
thinks it’s a problem with the cylinders. Is there
anyone in you club, that knows about the engines,
that would be prepared to talk to him and talk these
problems through? Any assistance you could
possibly give a suffering wife, would be greatly
appreciated. If not that’s OK, but if you could point
me in a more appropriate direction, I would be
extremely grateful.

I advertised a Ural for sale
on Gumtree. Someone
called Dean messaged me,
not because he wanted to
buy it but because he needed help........

know. I'm getting to that stage now feel like
chucking a match to it.

Hi but could I please ask as I'm stuck on a job,
can't find any real information on my K750. I've just
put a new regulator, generater coil and points and
did the most silly thing and deleted all my photos of
my electric system. I'm asking for a little help could
you take photos of your electrics for me please.
You'd be a big help doing that for me if that's OK
with you. I've got a triumph if you're up for a deal
on your Ural.

No m8 I've never had time to join anything due to
work commitments. If you could point me in right
direction it would be most welcome.

Desperate
Dean

If you have a K750 it's a side valve right? That
means you're running 6v with a dynamo. The Ural
offered here has 12v alternator. But, you're lucky in
that I also have a 1971 M63 Ural with the same
system as yours. Do you just want to know which
terminal on the regulator goes on which terminal on
the dynamo? We'll swap emails if you want photos.
I'm happy to help. What's your Triumph?
I need to know all the wires even in the head light if
no trubbel please thanks m8 I feel so silly.
Photos won't help much my wiring's not original but
I might be able to find you a wiring diagram, fancy
that? Are you 6v or 12?
I've up graded to 12 volt I have microprocessor
ignition system new 12volt G414 that's been upped
to 12/14 volts regulator and for life of me I'm
clueless, hopefully you could show me what I'm
doing wrong thanks.
So you're not original either then! What's
happened? Does it not charge? Where are you?
The reason I ask is I edit the Cossack Owner's
Club magazine and we have members all over the
place. Are you a member? Do you have the
original parts? I think the standard 6v system is
better because the charging threshold is lower and
it's not made of Chinese components. Were there
any instructions with the upgrades?
You hit nail on head with charging problem I got
advised to change every thing so done as told by
expert on this bike, all gone wrong so tried
changing it back and broke distributor now got
stuck. I've ordered this parts more than once and
all been not working at all or very poorly, spent a
small fortune as well. I've also asked motorcycle
shops around Sheffield and they don't want to
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Yeah that sounds familiar! Where to start eh? Are
you a member of the Cossack Owner's Club.

Try Membership Secretary: Gina Inman 01780
720420 membership@cossackownersclub.co.uk to
join the club and there's www.facebook.com/
cossackownersclub. If you post your problems on
Facebook you'll get shed loads of advice, some of
which will be useful! The thing here is you might
find someone local to you who can help. It sounds
like you have the sort of trouble which needs
unravelling by a scientific problem solving approach
rather than wild guessing.
I'm in Sheffield, I've asked all local bike shops and
they will not entertain it, why I don't know but same
answer every time but thanks I'll give it another
crack need to destress for few days first, ha ha.
Bike shops can't charge you how much it would
cost to fix your bike. Their hourly rate isn't for
problems like yours. That's sad but true. If you like I
can put an ad in the magazine, a call for help from
someone in Sheffield and see if anyone volunteers.
We've done this before. You've just missed an
issue, the next one's out in late August I'm afraid.
I'm in Norfolk, that's a bit too far away. Yeah, calm
down. The Universe knows you're needing, you're
out there now! Good Luck.
My name is Darren
Earnshaw.

Darren
Earnshaw

Are you a new Cossack Owner's Club member?
Do you own a Russian motorcycle yet?
Yes I have a one but I need
to know more about it and
how to find out the reg.
Do you mean you don't
have a number plate or a
V5 (log book)? Do you
think your bike is UK
registered?
Should of come with docs
but has none, have bill of
sale but can't get hold of
the guy from Latvia.

When did you buy it? Do you have a NOVA
number yet? If you can get hold of the Latvian
registration certificate DVLA will love it, otherwise
age related registering in the UK is a bit of a saga.
Try as hard as you can to get it.

frame's been modified. This makes dating it for
registration very hard. Getting the Latvian log book
is even more important because of this. If you don't
mind me asking how much money was it?

Do you have a picture of your bike, is there a story
with it? Did you buy from Ebay? We feature
people's experiences in the club magazine because
it helps others to know how we got on with
registrations and so on. Fancy sending yours in?

OK, that's not so bad then!

Only paid 500 delivered.

Any idea what the fine could be?
Have you tried the link to .gov.uk. I think it tells you
there.
Is there a frame number like on other bikes as the
one on the plate DVLA say it's not right? Cheers for
all your help.
The frame number should be on the rear of the
frame just above the left hand top shock mounting.
This might have been cut off on your bike if it's part
of the modifications. It's a shame if it has, it gives
you another problem.
So far that's the story. Where to now? How about
a prayer to St Jude!

Bought it to do up, love the look of it, no NOVA
number, do I apply for that, arrived here in Feb this
year, did buy from Ebay, the story is it was
converted to what it is now then stopped running.
The rule is you should apply for a NOVA number
within 14 days of importing the vehicle otherwise
there's a fine. I'm not sure what you do now.
Maybe you should ring HMRC. Here's the link to
www.gov.uk to tell
you about it.
www.gov.uk/
importing-vehiclesinto-the-uk/tellinghmrc
Your bike is nothing
like standard, it's
hotch potch of bits
and pieces and the
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Phil is already involved in a couple
of projects but temptation got the
better of him. Ebay's a curse
sometimes isn't it? Remember this
from the previous issue?

Phil
Hollis

Hope you are keeping well. Meant to do an update
last month, but despite working from home, job
keeping me as busy as ever.
No excuses this month as I have a confession to
make. I bought the Ebay Jupiter you refer to. What
can I say, with all the potential spares for other bike
projects it seemed like a good deal and I got it just
within my maximum bid. What can I tell you about
the bike having received it;

visible, and unlike the Minsk equivalent has a
rather ugly seam running down the centerline. The
engine is I believe an original Minsk M1A engine
from 1951, along with its K-30 carburetor, rather
than the M1M engine. So definitely a long term
restoration project this one, and I have got as far as
stripping down the frame, but currently struggling to
separate the swing arm.
The bike I still intend to complete first is the 1969
Riga-4 pictured below. Bike is largely complete and
original and in pretty good condition. It has the
added advantage of being small, simple, easy to
handle and rideable on my current license.

It is a 1976 Jupiter 3K, but if it ever ran with a
sidecar, that has been properly removed with none
of those random wires or struts to give it away.
Frame and engine numbers match, it has original
carburetor. It has been repainted, but not the usual
rattle can or yard brush application. Someone has
attempted to properly repaint it coach style. When it
was done it probably looked very good but is a bit
tired now. Bike is generally in good condition and
complete. A little rust here and there particularly at
the base of the headlamp.
Have only scratched surface of spares. There is
definitely some useful stuff, but certainly no longer
factory fresh. What has caught my eye given the
potential dealer connection is a little stack of
Cossack Courier badges, and of the red numbers
for applying to the speedo.
I am not anticipating retiring until next year, but
being unable to travel on holiday, I decided to make
a start on one of the bikes. Namely the 1959 Minsk
M1M pictured opposite. Mainly because such is the
condition of the wheels it felt like it would collapse
every time I moved it, and because it has non
original parts which will take time to replace. The
tank is from an early Kovrov, still with K badges
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Finally I have included a couple of photos that
might be of interest to Muravey owners as they
show perhaps a different context of use. The
photos are extracted from the demob album of the
airman on the right of the bike, and celebrate his
service in the aviation branch of the Soviet armed
forces from 1987-89.
The bike looks like it is being used at their
helicopter base and the second picture shows the
airman with one of these Mil “Hip” machines. I can
imagine how one of these bikes would have been
useful to ferry small items around the airfield if the
helicopters were dispersed. Opposite.

Steve
Kielty

Almost four years ago I took a leap
of faith and bought a non running
1970 KMZ K750M. Up until
lockdown I had not done much to it
other than oiling any vulnerable bits, covering it with
a sheet and tracking down the all important NOVA
reference. Since lockdown I have begun replacing
missing or worn out parts in preparation of one day
getting it to my local MOT centre. (The 2" nail used
to lock the sidecar drive wheel was a nice touch as
were the two snapped cylinder head bolts.) After
getting it through an MOT the cosmetic work will
begin.
Based on what I have discovered so far I believe
that the previous owners used it to plough fields in
the Ukraine and occasionally removed and threw

away various nuts, bolts, electrical fittings etc just for
the hell of it.
Having scraped a
large amount of oil
soaked soil from the
engine, gearbox,
final drive,
carburettors and
wheel-bearings I
think that I have
enough Ukrainian
land to claim part
citizenship.
This bike has
obviously had a hard
life but at least the engine is now running and does
not drop oil everywhere. There is still lots more to do
and a lot more that I need to discover about coaxing
this old motor back onto the
road but I am enjoying
myself. Hopefully I will be
able to call upon the
knowledge of other members
who have gone through this
before me. Onwards and
upwards.
Right, inspiration provided by
my wife.
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I was happy to receive
my latest copy of
Horizontal View and
delighted to see that in
the welcome to new
members my name and more importantly my dad
Bob Searchfield was mentioned asking if I was
related to him. So yes I am indeed Bob's son.

Joe
Searchfield

As you know, my dad was a member of COC and a
keen bike enthusiast. He set up and ran Bob's
Bikes, a motorcycle repair shop and Cossack
dealer in Deptford, Southeast London until the late
1980s. He was connected with the Russian bike
world from the late 70's through to the early 90s. I
would work with him in the evenings, weekends
and holidays, and remember many late nights
listening to stories from Cossack owners of their
trials and tribulations. He was a good listener and
story teller himself. One of his favourite tales to tell
was about how he first came across a Russian
motorcycle (a M66 Ural solo).
He was on his way out one day and noticed a man
with his head in his hands next to a bike in pieces
on the side of the road. He said it was as if the
bike had just exploded in parts all over the place
and described it as a poor imitation of a BMW!
Intrigued by the situation and wanting to find out
more, he stopped to see if he could be of any help.
Together, they tried to get the thing running, plugs
in, plugs out, carbs on, carbs off etc, but with no
joy. The owner was getting more and more fed up.
Obviously not a true Ural owner otherwise he would
have known that you can't rush these things! “It's
not a Jap bike” my Dad said to try to cheer him up.
After a few hours of attempting repair including
kicking, swearing and cursing at it, he realised that
there was no way that this thing was going to run.
He bid the owner farewell, wished him luck with
arranging recovery and went about his day. Later
on his way home he thought he would take the
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same route curious to see if the bike was still there.
And yes there it was along with the rider, still
waiting for his recovery and again with his head in
hands! Dad was compelled to stop and must have
got what all the readers must have had at some
point, the very contagious Russian bug! (no relation
to Corona) He said that he was taken with the way
the thing was so simple and functional even though
it wasn’t running, he took pity on the man and
offered him £50 and lift home for it. I think the guy
snapped his hand off!
From that day onwards his love of Russian bikes
and the people that were drawn towards them grew
and grew. We shared many happy memories of the
club rallies, breaking down, repairs and hairy
moments around corners and I could probably go
on all day about our antics.
Bob passed away in 2014 and as time has gone on
I have felt the calling to return to the trials and
tribulations of Russian bike ownership. Last year I
got the opportunity to purchase a M66 Outfit which
has given me and my family a whole lot of fun (and
frustration!) so I thought it was about time that I
joined the club. I look forward to meeting up with
more like minded folk at some point in the future.
By the way I think you ran an article back in 2014
on my Dad when he passed away, I came across
this which partly prompted me to write a small
piece and introduce
myself.
We did. The obituary
was affectionately
written by Faebhean
Kwest for the
September/October
2014 edition of HV, our magazine's brief Hancock
moment. Above right is Bob as pictured then. Joe
wrote "Remembering Bob" for the January
February 2015 edition of HV, the earliest edition
available to read on the COC website.

I have a love of
bikes and
particularly two
strokes since
school days. I was born and
grew up in Derbyshire before
emigrating to Oz when aged
in my 20’s. My first bike was
an Ariel Golden Arrow bought
from the now gone Granby
Motors. I followed that with a
Leader before getting a
Suzuki Invader followed by a
Super Six. Also a MZ Trophy
with the Earles type forks.

Phil
Tyler

I raced both Suzukis at places like Cadwell,
Snetterton (I well remember the then 1km long
straight) and Darley Moor. Like 99.999% of the
population I was never gonna be a world beater but
it sure was fun.
Once in Oz I married and bikes disappeared from
my life until 6 or 7 years ago, when I bought a ’72
Jawa 350 that needed lots of work. After that I
looked around for an IZH for sale in my state of
Western Australia but couldn’t find one, so I bought
a non-runner MZ and restored that. Then a couple
of weeks ago I saw the Jupiter 2 advertised and it
was soon on its way to my place. Also, about 6
months ago I continued to buy unusual bikes but
this time I bought a Suzuki VS800 cruiser. Unusual
because this Suzuki was never sold in Oz, so
someone imported it a couple of years ago. It’s a
beauty to ride. Whenever I tell my wife that I have
seen another bike I wouldn’t mind owning, she just
nods her head knowingly.
The roads around here in the country areas are
good for older/slower bikes. I am about 120 miles
S.E. of Perth. Once off the main roads there is very
little traffic. Plus, summer weather can mean
months without rain.

My recently purchased IZH Jupiter 2 is “a survivor”.
It still has its original paintwork and chrome. Yes,
there is some rust, also pitting in the chrome, but
overall, the Aussie climate has been kind to it.
Its previous owner had it for 8 years but never
registered it for the road. He saw it for sale as a
barn find in the Eastern States, bought it, and had it
shipped over to Western Australia. It is he who
lovingly cleaned it up to its current condition. The
story was it had been in a New South Wales barn/
shed for a number of years before being
discovered.
There are some things I can see that are not
original. Fuel tap, rear light reflector, an extra
switch fitted in the headlamp as the original ignition
switch operation is intermittent. A few bullet and
blue point connectors are also in the wiring, as well
as a couple of occasionally working modified lamps
in place of the unusual type required for the neutral
and charging lamps. Also, the hubs have been
painted with a Hammer finish type paint. I am
guessing hammer finish paint isn’t original. On the
plus side, the snow shields came with it as well as
a spare engine that has spent lots of time with a
head and barrel off.
Unlike my Jawa and MZ which both needed
restoration when I bought them. The Jupiter will be
best left in its current condition but with minor
issues rectified. i.e. I lifted the seat and the rear
end wiring fell apart.
The VIN plate says it's 1971. My limited knowledge
of IZH suspects it could be a year or two older. 50
years ago the last two years on the date were often
stamped by the selling dealer. It's not common
here on our roads, but there are a few around.
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A look on Aussie Gumtree today has two Jupiters
for sale, but as with most IZH’s I see for sale, they
are in the Eastern States.
As a motorcycle club member I can have it
registered on “Club Registration” here. There are
restrictions on its use when on Club Rego, but it is
much cheaper and the way to go if it is not being
ridden every day, or you have more than one bike.

their midst and Bertha has to adopt a robust
attitude to get them to help. She had her two sons
with her, one of which re-started the engine by
swinging on the flywheel, watched by the
bewildered and bemused townsfolk.

To sum up. I love the Eastern Block 2-strokes. I
know you will have heard similar stories from your
members, but it is amazing how many Harley
owners want to park their bike beside my Jawa and
take a photo of the two together. The IZH will be
the same I have no doubt.
I have included 3 recent photos. One of which
taken last week shows my bikes lined up in the
winter sun. My age now begins with a 7, but I went
out riding last Thursday with a club member on his
350 Velo. Believe it or not, his age begins with a 9
so hopefully there are many years of biking to
come for me.

David
Greenwood

David sent me a video
of a Mercedes Benz
advert which seems to
be the Chinese version. The film itself is on
Youtube with no subtitles at www.youtube.com/
watch?v=vsGrFYD5Nfs if you'd like to watch it. I
think it's a fantastic piece of cinema. The setting,
the characters and the culture shock off a new
world are brilliantly portrayed and remarkably it's a
true story. What happened? Well...........
In 1888, Berha
Benz drove her
husband's
invention from
Manhiem to
her parent's
house in
Pforzhiem 60
miles away.
She ran out of
fuel in a town
called Wiesloch and had to buy ligroin from the
pharmacy. So you know ligroin is a roughly refined
hydrocarbon which contains, amongst other things,
petrol. It was used as a solvent.
In the video the inhabitants of Wiesloch are
astonished by the scary contraption clattering into
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In real history the motor carriage broke down twice
as well as running out of fuel. Bertha needed to
free off a stuck valve and, in order to allow the
pretty actress who played her in the advert to show
off her stockings, she repaired the igintion with one
of her garters. Apparently the vehicle used in the
film is the real thing, still in existence and still
running. The pharmacy in Wiesloch is considered
the first ever gas station and not only is Bertha the
first ever woman driver, she's the first ever driver at
all to attempt a journey by car. It took her 12 hours
by the way. More remarkable still, she nicked it.
Karl Benz didn't know she took his car making her
the first ever car thief too. I can't find a report of
what he thought of that anywhere!
The sweet irony here is that Mercedes Benz
marketing, along with the rest of the automotive
industry's, has been at
the cutting edge of
reducing our planet to a
toxic wasteland. When
automotion turns electric,
to keep consumerism on
the boil and the money
rolling in, and the
infrastructure for
supporting petrol as fuel
disappears, we'll be
buying it in tins from
pharmacies again!

John will probably
be the last man
ever to send me
contributions to
this magazine in
the post, with a stamp on, written on paper with a
pen and illustrated by printed photographs
developed from negatives. I met him in 1999.
I bought a Jupiter 3 from him which he advertised
in HV. He delivered it with a van load of spares,
spending a day driving up from Windsor to Norfolk,
then refused absolutely to take any petrol money.
I still own it, pictured below, and it's probably the
bike I'll keep to my own very end, by the way.

До свидания
John Denny

most prized possessions was a real factory Jawa
250 enduro which he lost to thieves a few years
ago. His other bike, his transport, the BMW
engined Dnepr he attended at least the twenty
years of club rallies I know of, he recently sold to
Steve Coppin. It was Steve who discovered John
had died. I only ever saw John ride the Dnepr.
Was anyone else alarmed by the radical riding
style? In his day he was impressively fast!
He was fighting for breath when I last met him, at
the Jawa-CZ national rally last year, still smiling.
I think we'll call him irrepressible. We'll miss him.
Here's a little insight into
ordinary, daily life in our club.

Jason
Sweeny

I have just made myself a
member of COC. I was
encouraged to join as it was volunteered (by a third
party) that there was access to technical data or
guidance on where to find information. I have a 64
Dnepr k750. I've struggled to find things out
regarding repair etc, how to time it and or charging
i.e. recharging issues. I have a manual but it's in
Russian and the English manual is quite basic and
covers little more than servicing.
Over a cup of tea in my kitchen he told me he'd
spent his working life in the Merchant Navy, never
had much time for romance and enjoyed getting
dirty at the weekend riding enduro. One of his

So in light of this, could you please help direct me
to somewhere to find more details about this, I'm
trying to not have to wade through Youtube for
everything as again, most of it is Russian. There
may be a good English manual of which I'm
unaware.
Do you mean valve timing or ignition timing? There
should be a timing inspection hole the the left side
of the crankcase with a rubber plug in it, if that's still
there. Take the plug out so you can spin the
engine freely on the kickstart. Put a screw driver or
something down the plug hole so you can feel the
piston then turn the engine SLOWLY. Don't let
your screwdriver jam as the piston hits it, move it
out of the way.
You're doing this to find TDC. When you have
there should be a TDC mark on the flywheel visible
down the timing hole. Satisfy yourself you know
what this looks like. Then put the bike in top gear
and turn the engine SLOWLY backwards and keep
looking down the timing hole. Something like half
an inch or so away from the TDC mark there'll be
another one, this is the static timing mark for no
ignition advance which you use for timing the
engine by hand. Keep turning the engine
backwards until you find another mark about two
inches further on. This is full advance and the mark
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you use for timing with a strobe light. Normally it's
about 30/35 degrees before TDC. If you find the
marks you don't need to worry about degrees.

I'm not one for making a fuss as I think it's just as
much my fault as I don't know what I'm doing. He
seems a good sort.

Are you not charging? Do you have the standard
6v dynamo and 3 pole regulator?

I think it could be a timing points issue? Hence
again the need for a manual to set the points but
like I say I'm in Scotland, no one seems to have
one of these so a manual would be a good start. I
will buy those from David Cox.

I have sent for a new coil from Russia which I
collect today from the post office (duty unpaid). I've
not done bad in fairness but I have bought things
that just didn't work (2 voltage regulators) which is
why I wanted a manual or somewhere like COC to
find stuff out.
My charger issue after burning out 2 dynamos (I
don't know what my bike has hence the need for a
manual) and 2 regulators I think I've fixed it but only
by trial and error, and expense.
On my third regulator I bought from Ural Zentrale
and it’s adjustable, thus it was asking for to much
power. By accident I saw, from Youtube videos of
old cars, how you can reduce current by altering
the gaps in the coils. Bingo, it gives back 7.5 v
when running and battery keeps 6v charging.
But now when the engine is hot it starts to missfire
and then if stopped won't start until completely cold.
I have new Pekar carbs and heat proof gaskets.
So I’ve bought a new coil, original from Ebay, plugs
and leads from F2 Motorcycles. (I bought a coil
also from F2 but it doesn't look the same and
though it sparks it won't start and just gets hot from
the ignition being on.

Thank you for getting back to me and all the
information on timing etc which I will use, it's this
sort of thing that's priceless. I'm not really one for
the magazine, I just want to be able to ride my rig
and not have to be collected by the roadside.
I think you might have been wild guessing and
buying things in the hope that you guessed right!
Yes it's a K750 Dnepr and you need a scientific
train of thought not just a manual. Reading about
how it should be isn't quite the same as discovering
how it actually is.
Unfortunately almost all the parts available for our
old Russians from parts suppliers in Eastern
Europe are Chinese and to be honest they're
simply trash. If you can get second hand,
original Russian stuff that's often better, so is
repairing what you already own.
So you're there with the charging then? How
handy are you with your meter? There could be
several reasons why your bike fails when it gets
hot, so you need to find out which it is. Can you
measure the battery voltage while your bike is
misfiring? Do that. The reason is if you still have a
charging fault the battery will be going flat after
you've run for a while. After you've stopped and
the engine's cooled down, the battery has had time
to recover as well, then it'll run, making it look like
the trouble was the hot engine.
If the battery is still up well when you're misfiring
you've established the trouble isn't charging. If it
isn't there are two possibilities here. Unplug the
battery and measure the voltage again. If it's a lot
higher than it was when it was connected you have
a significant current drain dragging it down. You
have to unplug it in case the current drain is before
the ignition is turned on.
If you don't have a current drain you might have an
ignition fault. If you do have a current drain
disconnect things until you find it. Difficult
possibilities here are the ignition system and the
charging system. It's easy to disconnect all the
lights.
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There's a cut out in the regulator which is supposed
to switch off the power to the dynamo field coils if
the dynamo output drops below battery voltage,
which it does at a standstill or tick over. This is
because when that happens the current flows the
wrong way turning your dynamo into a brake,
working against the engine. If when you
disconnect the charging system the current drain
stops, that's the problem. If it doesn't, you're
looking into the ignition and carburation.
When ignition fails due to temperature it's often
because a coil is breaking down in the heat or
something's expanded out of its working tolerance.
It's important to know here that if you have a poor
connection somewhere its resistance will make it
hot and cause it to fail completely, corroded
contacts do this. If the engine starts to fail because
of carburation it's usually running rich. What do
your plugs look like? If they're covered in sooty
fluff you're rich, then you need to find out why. Do
you have the correct Pekar carbs for you bike for
example. More on this later if we have to.

burned them out, hence messing with the regulator.
Set so when I rev engine its fluctuations are
returning 7.5v. When I broke down last and the bike
wouldn't start I had the voltmeter with me and
checked without disconnecting anything and it read
6v. But I will do this again as I now doubt myself.
I have a gut feeling I've not fully fettled the charging
issues so more inclined to put time in here.
I noticed when I adjusted the points gap on the
regulator the more or less the generator was
working, it makes more noise and the more noise
the hotter it gets. Not rocket science granted but I'm
not a mechanic and haven’t dealt with charging
issues before other than cars where it’s, earth,
battery, alternator.
So will fit new coil, go for a ride and if it starts
misfiring I'll put meter on the battery (whilst running)
and take the readings. I will report back.
Understand the battery recharging itself when cold
thank you, it now makes sense.
It takes as long as it takes.

If your plugs are just black it's because they've
suffered the misfire but might not be the reason for
it. NGK are the world's best, try BP5HS, or maybe
BP6HS. You can tell by looking at them if the
trouble is both or just one cylinder.
Have you seen the magazine yet? We often do
this sort of thing, that's sort of the point of it. I'll
point you at the article on Pekar carbs if you need
to know.
Fixing stuff by email is a bit fraught with frustration
and if you're into it we'll probably swap lots before
we achieve anything. As magazine editor I'm
happy to because all this is helpful for the poor
souls who follow you. I might publish edited
highlights of our project. Up for it?
With regards to possible "engine trouble work up"
for magazine I would say absolutely but with regret
I am time poor. If you have the patience and we
have the email stream it will work if you can wait. I
have collected the coil just now and will look to fix it
over the weekend. If I can do this and report back
great. The weather is poor with us so I won't do
field trials in the rain but as soon as I've tried out
your instructions I'll let you know if that's OK.
Plugs not black. New BP6HS spark well. Don't fully
understand the meter, it's a cheap digital one.
It makes sense if it's draining back. I worked out the
generator was working too hard, which is why I've
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The Pekar article is on page 9 of Horizontal View,
November/December 2018 issue. Find that in the
member's section on the website. The round slide,
alloy bodied Pekar is called a K68 but it has
another letter after that which indicates which
model it's for, K68 U or T for a Ural for example or
D for a Jupiter two stroke. Your bike won't be listed
because Pekars aren't the right carbs for it but if
you know what your carbs were intended for you'll
know if you're in the right area. Jet sizes vary
between models and Pekar don't supply jets.
Fortunately Mikuni main jets fit. If your plugs aren't
black your carbs are probably fine.
On the subject of dynamo noise, do you know
about setting the drive gear backlash? If you get
that too tight it'll get hot mechanically and whine
like hell! Have you noticed how twisting it adjusts
the backlash? Twist it in until it starts to whine then
back it off until it stops, plus a little bit to allow for
expansion in the gears when hot. If you go too far
when you back it off you'll feel it rattle as you hold
it. Too much backlash will vibrate the dynamo too
much and shake it apart, but it has to be a lot too
loose to do that.
Measure the battery voltage with the engine
running. With the revs up you should have
charging voltage, 6.5 to 7volts or higher. As the
revs drop the battery will drop to around 6 or
maybe a little under. If it crashes to low 5s or worse
you have that current drain we talked about.

Then disconnect the battery with the engine off. If
it's recovered to 6 ish you know the bike was
pulling it down. It takes some power to run the
ignition but not so much that it misfires because
there's not enough. What we're doing here is
testing for an abnormal drain on the battery when
the charging system is no longer supporting it.
Have fun!
Thank you for the , "It takes as long as it takes"
much appreciated. My carbs are Pekar K68Y? I
was told to get them, no idea but the engine picks
up pretty quick with them though it doesn't tick over
and not sure which bits change that. The throttle
backs off to being loose at the cable insertion to
throttle, hence it dies but I live with it.
Dynamo, yes but this I discovered by pure
accident, then looked it up (Youtube). I did almost
shake one to bits though, I didn't know what a
Dnepr should sound like. Still not heard another
run, the right pot taps more than the left one but
there does seem good compression on kick over.
Engine does get hot though. If I fettle the carbs to
get fuel when stopped and the excess flow spurts
onto the engine casing it fizzes which never fills me
with confidence. I did read some oils make it run
cooler but not sure.

The bike does seem to jump out of gear
occasionally, particularly at acceleration but It could
be the adjustments? I hope to strip the engine
through the winter if possible replacing worn bits
but for now I just want to ride it.
Are there people in the club who refurbish old parts
like the coil for instance or a gearbox? I have read
that having the brake shoes relined with good
quality linings is a good idea, I have new Russian
ones, they do work but look cheap.
Life's so sweet isn't it? Does it jump out of all the
gears or one in particular? If it's all of them you can
blame the selector mechanism, if it's just one it's
probably a selector fork/ring issue. (See page 6)
Be careful with relining brake shoes. Some
modern lining materials are too soft and metallic
and although they work like demons for a while,
they tear up the brake drums. Then the dust rolls
round in the grooves like ball bearings and you get
no brake at all! I've seen lots of that. Check with
your chosen company if their linings are compatible
with Russian steel brake drums. If the Russian
stuff works I'd leave it.

I have fitted the new coil last night. Will do field
trials later in the week with lights etc but have to
say at this point it seems to be sparkling better?
And starts for fun.
The throttle stops on your Pekar carbs are the
screws with the springs on which go in horizontally.
You screw them in to lift the slides up. The other
screw which points down is the tick over mixture
adjuster, an air screw. There must be a video on
Youtube about setting up your idle, I'll explain if
there isn't.
Sidevalves get hot. They waste a lot of fuel heating
themselves up because of the huge surface area of
their combustion chambers and their awful gas
flow. They sometimes get so hot they boil the
petrol in their float bowls. That's why over head
valves are the modern way! Your coil will warm up
but not so much you can't hold it.
Great news, field trials were a success. No miss
firing on a two hour ride and it starts up when hot!
It must have been the coil. It is giving 7.5 volts
charge and the coil doesn't seem to get hot unless
the engine is off and the ignition is left on. I cannot
express the shear joy it felt as I skipped along at 30
mph, just love the rig. I'm under no allusion that
something else won't fail but for now it's bliss.
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I took the rig to a pal's house after we fished. The
BBQ folds away and works really well, the whole
thing is ridiculous but what's not to like? We had
pigeon with wild garlic pesto and crunchy bread, it
was delicious. Thank you Paul for all your help, it's
only the second time I've made a clean return trip
without breaking down.
I hope Jason's experience makes an interesting
read for those also perplexed by an apparently
mysterious and capricious Soviet motorcycle. It's
not cursed, stay calm and think "It wants to run!"

As you know, at least the COC has
acted responsibly and avoided
infecting anyone unecessarily by
attempting to deny humanity has a
serious problem, and cancelled the
AGM. Here are the committee's
individual reports which you would
have heard read out if there'd been one.

Not
the
AGM

Paul Codling, magazine editor.
First, an expression of gratitude to our contributors.
If you read Horizontal View regularly and savour it
you’ll know these people as friends, which is pretty
much what our club is for. Thank you very much.
I like to include subjects related to members even
though those might not be strictly about Russian
motorcycles, thinking that if it’s interesting to them,
it’s interesting to us and it’s not been otherwise yet!
As ever I’d like to urge contributors to attach
images to emails rather than embed them in the
email itself. This is because doing that preserves
the original file format rather than allowing your
email provider’s server to bugger about with it. It
makes editing easy and does wonders for the
quality of the images. It’s a shame for someone to
have spent ages creating an article when I have to
take it apart to make it fit Horizontal View. Text in
the email itself, pictures attached please. Baffled
by technology? OK, never mind, send it how you
like, I’ll cope somehow!
Pictures are good, take lots. It’s a fact of life that
many people are inspired to read by something
catching their eye and others just look at the
images. Pictures make Horizontal View look shiny
and sparkly.
I find some of the email streams I become involved
in contain lots of interesting stuff and publishing
edited highlights of these is often informative and
fun, and allows the seamless introduction of detail
into the magazine. Be wary then that your
comments and observations might be enjoyed by
the whole club.
Sometimes we get technical, not just because we
have to but because there’s art in the hidden
beauty of the components our machines consist of.
A balance is necessary of course. Personally I’d
love it if, when you rebuild your engine, you took
pictures of the gory details, of the trauma which
made it necessary and the gleaming newness of
your replacement parts, before they too become
traumatised later.
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I met Tarka on the field at Stafford once, ankle
deep in rusting junk. “This is sex!” he said. It
wasn’t, it was the autojumble, but I knew exactly
what he meant.
Sometimes I’m worried that Horizontal View might
compete with the Club’s Facebook page and we
might lose out to the instant gratification available
there, but then that seems to be a fleeting,
momentary thing and HV a more substantial record
of the Cossack Owner’s Club’s history. I think it’s
different enough to cope, I think we’ll be OK.
Believe it or not this is my 35th issue of HV and I’m
not bored yet. Is everybody happy?
David Cox, Webmaster, Website and Facebook.
Website. Now we have settled with Wix to run our
website and the major issue we had with members
not being able to log on or even find us in some
cases has now been fixed. The website is as
always an ongoing project and we do make
changes now and again, hopefully for the better.
This is done when someone has had difficulties
with part of the site.
Recent changes: 1. On the membership page, the
only form now available is the downloadable one
for hand written applications. 2. The Membership
Information form has been moved and is now only
available in the COC Shop. This hopefully will
prevent forms being filled in twice.
I have secured the site from any potential hacking
as best I can after the incident some time back. I
have asked our web providers, VitualNames, for
help and they have transferred our entire site to a
more secure server with changes in the passwords
etc. I had to make a few changes to the website but
nothing that would notice to any viewers.
Content for the website is still almost non existent
and so I do ask people to send me anything they
have of interest to other members. When new
content is placed on the webpage, especially when
the magazine is published the visits to our website
increase dramatically. Not only on the magazine
page but the site generally.
All photographs and videos are on the club’s Flickr
site where they are more secure and that makes
our website a happier place without trying to store
and sort through the pictures we do have. I am
always in the process of improving the website and
have changed a few pages when time allows, this
is generally done in the winter months.

We are always open to suggestions from our
members on the website content, if you have
anything you would like to see please let us know.
Facebook. Our Facebook page is running well
with more people joining on a regular basis. To
date we have 378 members around the world, but I
do still reject 8 out of 10 people wanting to join, but
most as usual have nothing to do with bikes but just
want to join anyway and show us their babies/cats/
dogs and holiday snaps. If you are a regular to our
page you will see we have joined a few interest
groups..........
USA: ‘Soviet Steeds’ & Urals, Sidecars & Vintage
Motorcycles (part of Soviet Steeds).
Russian: ‘Wanders of the Eternal Summer’.
Canada: Canadian Cossack Riders Group,
Australia: ‘ROMA’ of course.
There of course many other groups out there doing
the same thing but going through the content each
day can take quite some time. I do look at most of
the content when I can and have removed some
that are potentially offensive these days.
Unfortunately I have removed some posts again
this last year for placing some very strong political
views on it which is not what our site is about.
Device Apps: An important issue arose at the
beginning of July when a post came in offering
people a downloadable application to find
information and parts etc, on the bikes. This
immediately caused me to write a warning
regarding this.
All downloads/apps from any individuals should be
viewed with extreme caution, especially if you have
banking information on your devices. I was assured
by the man posting it that it is OK but personally I
wouldn’t download it. Of course it’s up to anyone
who wants it to go ahead and download the
application.
Adverts: All adverts for sales, wanted etc should
not be placed on the Club’s Facebook page. There
is another site especially setup for sales ‘Cossack
Sell Buy Swap’. You can find a shortcut on the
club’s website home page at the bottom. I think the
word has been passed round that all adverts will be
deleted after asking the seller to move it. It’s not
our choice but it’s in the rules for our group
I am willing to continue looking after the websites.
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Tony Jones, Club Secretary.
No doubt but that you all know by now that the
AGM has had to be postponed for obvious reasons.
The committee took the decision to postpone the
AGM and to publish the committee reports in the
club's magazine. Along with this report you should
find reports from the other committee members. If
you have any issues with these reports please let
me know and we will try to resolve them.
So far none of the committee have decided to
resign so I will take it as read that we will continue
as is until next year. All the committee members
are volunteers and offer their services for free. I
would like to thank my fellow committee members
for all the work they do.
On a personal note my duties have been much the
same as previous years. I am the first point of
contact and I either answer any enquiries or
forward them on. Most enquiries seem to be about
registering a motorcycle. We continue to offer a
free dating certificate for members or to charge non
members. What comments we have received from
members and others seem to be positive.
As part of my duties I arranged the 2020 Red Star
rally. That too has had to be postponed. I know that
camping can be done in a socially distanced way
but not so the social evening in the bar. Also we
had to bear in mind that the last Red Star Rally
made a financial loss. We want to avoid any more
losses and the way things are we couldn't count on
sufficient attendees to make it worth while.
Hopefully the rally will be held on the same
weekend next year.
If everyone is happy with the way things are going I
am prepared to stand for another year. Keep safe.
Phil Inman, Treasurer and Regalia.
Please see the attached Year-End Financial
Report, which gives a detailed breakdown of
Income and Expenditure, by category.
Our bank balance at Year End was £7,598.43,
compared with £6,935.33 for Year End 2019.
Income amounted to £4,994.67, coming as usual
mainly from membership subscriptions. The
provision of Dating Certificates generated income
of £15.00, whilst Regalia Sales amounted to
£268.20. Income from member subscriptions
showed a decrease of £886.07 over last year.

Expenditure amounted to £4,331.57, compared
with £6,287.91 for last year. Postage costs were
£103.88 lower than last year. For clarity, it should
be noted that the cost of mailing Horizontal View to
members is subsumed into the overall cost of
magazine printing. Since this service is provided to
the club by the magazine printer, postage is
included by the printer on his invoice. The largest
item of expenditure was, as usual, the printing and
postage of the Club magazine.
This year, the Club's income has exceeded
expenditure by £663.10, a satisfactory outcome.
Based upon last year's performance, I warned at
last year's AGM that it might be necessary to
consider an increase in membership fees. This
year's figures clearly show that it is not necessary
to take this step.
Income:
Account
Dating Certificates
Donations to COC
Equipment
Membership subscriptions
Rallies
Regalia Sales
Total Income

Amount £
15.00
10.00
80.00
4,371.47
250.00
268.20
4,994.67

Expenditure:
Equipment
Insurance
Membership, Clubs and Societies
Postage
Printing
Rallies
Red Star Rally 2020(21)
Regalia
Shows
Stationery
Website
Total Expenses

235.88
100.80
135.83
110.32
2,793.34
339.00
26.00
230.06
200.00
80.38
79.96
4,331.57

Total excess of income over expenditure for the
year (Net Profit)
663.10
Bank Balance as at Year End

£7,598.43

Regalia sales have shown a significant decrease
this year, although total Regalia sales for the year
(£268.20) exceeded purchases (£230.06) by
£38.14. Stock levels remain good and should not
need to be replenished for some time. Ordinarily,
Regalia items are taken to the two Stafford Classic
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Shows (April and October). However, Covid-19
resulted in the cancellation of the April 20 show,
and this is a factor in the decrease in total sales.
I am happy to continue as COC Treasurer for the
next year, should that be the membership's wish.
Gina Inman, Membership Secretary.
Membership Numbers: Year 2019/20, 272 Paid
up Members, 19 Honorary Members , 281
Members in Total. Year 2018/19 318, Paid up
Members, 21 Honorary Members, 339 Members in
Total.
As you can see this is quite a large decrease in
numbers from previous years. In fact, not since
2015 have numbers been so low. During the
Covid-19 lockdown we actually had an
unexpectedly high number of people joining the
Club. Unfortunately, this was balanced out by
higher numbers than usual failing to renew their
membership.
Month New members
Aug 19
5
Sep 19
1
Oct 19
8
Nov 19
4
Dec 19
1
Jan 20
3
Feb 20
1
Mar 20
11
Apr 20
6
May 20
12
Jun 20
9
Jul 20
3
Totals

64

Renewals
8
23
11
13
12
15
17
21
24
24
20
20

Total
13
24
19
17
13
18
18
32
30
36
29
23

208

272

During the course of last year 64 people have
joined the club compared to 84 in the previous
year. Covid 19 and the Lockdown is probably to
blame as many people are feeling the financial
pinch. Plus, of course, we had problems with the
website last year, which I am glad to say appears
to be sorted, but undoubtedly put some people off
joining the Club. A few members who had left in
frustration with website have since rejoined the
club.
GDPR General Data Protection Regulations:
I want to reiterate what the introduction of GDPR
has meant in the way the Club holds personal data.
Primarily in security of the data and how long data
is kept after resignation from the club.

The membership Database is backed up to the
Cloud and password protected. As most people
don’t formally resign but simply fail to renew their
membership this has proven to be a bit of an issue
when someone forgets to renew until they realise
they haven’t had a magazine recently. We aren’t
permitted to keep data post resignation so if
someone renews after simply forgetting for a
couple of months we need to issue a new
membership number and treat them as new
members! Sometimes the original membership
number is still available and can be reissued.

down to the ever increasing unilateral demands for
evidence by the DVLA. When the DVLA ask for a
Club Date Certificate they assume the Club has
access to factory records and thus the Club's Date
Cert is expected to just authenticate those records.
As we have no access to factory records the DVLA
often takes little notice of our Date Certs. Unless
there is significant amounts of documentary
evidence as to the year of manufacture of a bike or
an old or current foreign reg' doc' then the DVLA
will reject a V55/5 application for an age related
registration.

In accordance with the law the committee put
together a GDPR Statement that is on every
membership welcome letter. Horizontal View
Distribution: In my role as Membership Secretary I
am also responsible for the distribution of
Horizontal View. Two years ago we contracted the
Printer to distribute the posted magazines while I
continue to send out the email copies. Postal
copies cost about 20p per magazine per person
more than doing it ourselves but it is definitely a
benefit to the club, and me personally!

Sadly more and more owners come to the Club and
myself with a bike they have spent huge amounts
of time and money on only to find out that it can not
be registered as 'age related'. No owner has yet
gone the 'Q' route of 'Motorcycle Single Vehicle
Approval' nor an age related 'Reconstructed
Classic' application, both are recognised ways of
getting a bike on the road if the DVLA will not apply
an age related reg'.
I am willing to do my bit again for another year.

The number of people taking email copies has
dropped to 77 from over 100. This primarily due to
lapsed memberships but many more people are
opting for the printed copy to be posted to them.
Should it be the will of the membership I am happy
to continue in the role of Membership Secretary.
Peter Ballard, COC President and Techincal
Adviser. Well this has not been a good year for
getting out on the bikes and outfits. Shame also to
have had to postpone the East European Rally and
to run a virtual AGM. I wish to thank our tireless
committee for their efforts in the last year
supporting the club and its members, and
sincerely welcome Dave Cox back into the fold, his
knowledge is invaluable.
Technical Adviser role. Very few technical
enquiries now, maybe one a month on email and
phone. I still read some of the technical advice on
the forums and am dismayed as always with the
blind often leading the partially sighted. There are
manuals available and various committee members
with significant technical abilities to advise. Forums
are good to keep owners and members in touch I
accept, but fraught with problems to try to solve
technical issues.
There have been only 26 'age related' registration
applications with V55/5 this last year. I suspect
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Willys manufactured the original miltary Jeep by the
way, in case that needs explaining.
Commrade Carl, our Stand Man. Carl isn't on line
at home and uses the library for the internet.
Covid 19 has closed his library, but then as our
stand organiser, it's closed him as well. There
haven't been any shows. I'm not sure what he
would have said if he'd had the chance to say
something, but I can imagine he'd express his
frustration. Stafford is traditionally packed closely
with bodies. Are we risking October? I hope not!

Regalia

Regatta Dover Fleeced
Lined Jacket - £47.00
Product
Code:
COCJ1.
Waterproof,
Windproof
hydrafort
polyester
fabric. Fully
lined with
Thermoguard
insulation.
Taped
seams,
concealed
hood and
adjustable
cuffs. 2 zipped lower pockets. These
jackets are very nice and comfortable and
come with the Star Logo on the left breast as
with other products. The club’s web address
(www.cossackownersclub.co.uk) is across the
shoulders on the back. Colours: Only in Black
with Silver Logo and writing. Sizes: M (40") L (42") - XL (44") - XXL(47") - XXXL(50")
Hooded
Sweat
Shirts
£21.50
These are
normally on
an order
only basis.
Woolly
Hats
£8.50
The
woolly hat is
the knitted
type and
again with
either club
logo. This is an essential bit of kit for any club
member. Standard Club Logo or Star Logo.
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Full & Half Zip
Fleeces - £25.00
Product Code:
COC-FL. 100%
Polyester,
unlined. Comes
with Silver Club
Logo or Star
Logo over the left
breast. These
are great for
chilly mornings
on the rally field.
Normal range of
sizes: Medium - Large - Extra Large - XXL &
XXXL.
T Shirts£13.00 Phil
and Gina are
the people to
see about the
current
availability of
styles and
colours. Cloth
badges, metal
pins and
stickers are
also
available. regalia@cossackownersclub.co.uk
or on 01780 720420

